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Abstract. This article discusses the expediency and efficiency of 

implementing gamification in education. This study is a meta-analysis of the 

modern experience of gamification application obtained from numerous 

international studies, practical cases, and reports of educational entities. The 

influence of gamification technologies on cognition and learning processes 

was proved by hardware neurobiological research of students’ brain activity 

during a game using electroencephalography, functional magnetic resonance 

tomography, and functional near-infrared spectroscopy. On the basis of an 

analysis of gamification effects regarding efficiency improvement due to 

perceptive learning, the conclusions were obtained used in a generalized list 

of opportunities, problems, and threats of application of gamification 

elements in education. This study systematizes practical results presented by 

corporate cases and reference literature, which mention the necessity to use 

specialized online platforms or automated control systems for systematic 

implementation of gamification into education. The practical cases in the 

context of education considered the results of gamification application 

mainly as positive; however, at the same time, negative results were 

mentioned, which should be analyzed and which also should be included in 

the list of threats in this study.  
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1 Introduction 

In the recent decade, the course of transformation of national economies has been aimed at 

the transition to business digitization. The widespread introduction of digital technologies is 

formulating new realities for their functioning.  

Peculiar role in Russia is played by development of an education system for teaching 

specialists in new professions, which assumes application of network functioning principle 

of educational entities involving all their resources [1], as well as supplementing 

conventional education scheme with new educational practices and technologies. 

Thus, scientific investigation into gamification concept becomes an obvious trend [2], 

allowing to combine gaming functions with cognitive. However, quantitative indices 

available at present for analysis are insufficient to prove efficiency and benefits of 
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gamification in education. Herewith, the studies in the field of game sector indicate at 

increasing number of gamers in the world: there were about 2.5 billion persons in 2019. In 

Russia more than 65 million people are participants in various computer games [3]. 

Respectively, application of gamification technologies for involvement of students into 

education seems to be attractive, though, it requires systematization of theoretical knowledge 

of main aspects of this concept as well as determination of already revealed advantages and 

disadvantages of gamification [4, 5].  

2 Methods 

This study was based on the following general research methods: searching, collection, 

systematization, analysis, data comparison, verification of scientific hypothesis about the 

influence of gamification on a student (research object 1) and on education efficiency 

(research object 2). In addition, foreign publications were analyzed, as well as practical cases 

of the Russian and foreign educational entities. 

The following criteria were applied for selection of publications: the scientific character 

of the research presented; description of experiment and practically verified results. 

The analysis involved the results of studies performed using functional near-infrared 

spectroscopy, diffuse optical tomography, functional magnetic resonance tomography; 

electroencephalography. In addition, technical capabilities of equipment and results of their 

operation were analyzed.  

3 Results 

The presented experimental results of gamification implementation in education allowed to 

highlight the most significant opportunities and threats of gamification in education as 

summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Generalized list of opportunities, problems and threats of application of gamification 

elements in education. 

Opportunities Problems Threats 

Improvement of technological 

skills  

No full-scale studies and 

coordinated set of the best practices 

of gamification in education  

Failure to achieve 

learning purposes  

Orientation at team work and 

cooperation  

Expensive gamified digital products 

preventing their application in 

education by educational 

establishments with limited funding  

Game is perceived as a 

break from studying, 

frivolity  

Upbringing of self-organization  Educational curriculum–schedule 

hinders regular application of 

gamification  

Measurement of personal 

achievements  

Lack of experts with design thinking 

and experience of development of 

gamification products  

Setting the goal to win 

the game, not the study  

Improvement of attention and 

labor efficiency  

Poor organization of gaming process  Loss of individual 

responsibility for 

fulfillment of task due to 

team responsibility  

Motivation to studying new and 

complicated tasks  

No successfully solved complicated 

tasks as an incentive for emulation  

Loss of interest and 

involvement 

Teaching decision making under 

conditions of uncertainty, 

Modern cases of gamification are 

not beyond the education limits 

(exclusion: application of 

Loss of boundaries 

between game and 
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insufficiency, and contradiction 

of data  

gamification in business 

environment) 

education, game and 

reality  

4 Discussion 

Modern principles, methods, and elements of gamification concept are described in details in 

reports of major world universities, global conferences, and international forums. 

Thus, according to the report of Massachusetts Institute of Technology of 2009 [6], the 

gamification principles are comprised of three main properties of its ancestor, game: unified 

and clear set of rules, rapid feedback system, as well as distinctly formulated target. 

These principles are used also in traditional education; however, after addition of game 

mechanics, learning becomes more attractive for audience not only involving participants in 

the game but also promoting them to self-development and achievement of results.   

In the report by World Governmental Summit 2016, the elements of gamification are 

subdivided into three categories: 

Mechanical elements most often are arranged in the storytelling format and based on 

adaption of learning material using increment progressing. 

Personal elements are based on formation of student’s profile, where his personal and 

group achievements are reflected. 

Emotional elements use the psychological technique of flow state, according to which 

students involved in the game transit into mental state and are totally concentrated on activity 

and achievement of results. 

Peculiar influence on successful implementation of gamification is exerted by freedom of 

participants’ actions comprised of 5 freedoms of game: the freedom to fail; the freedom to 

experiment; the freedom of self-expression, the freedom of efforts, the freedom of 

interpretation [6]. 

The influence of visualization on brain neural activity during game is confirmed by 

various neurobiological investigations [7] using electroencephalography, functional 

magnetic resonance tomography, and functional near-infrared spectroscopy. As a 

consequence, the conclusions about improvement of efficiency and attention have been 

made. 

The works [8–11] describe advantages of gamification in higher education and provide 

proofs of improvement of team relations, involvement, motivation, susceptibility to learning, 

practical skills deepening, satisfaction and achievements of students. Many authors 

specializing in gamification of education mention its positive effects: improvement of 

motivation and involvement into education, development of healthy competition [9, 12].  

Let us consider some examples of successful adaptation of gamification technologies for 

education. 

Minecraft is a computer game, worldwide sales are over 120 million units; and Minecraft 

EDU is a special version of the game adapted for use in schools: used in more than 100 

countries of the world [5].  

ClassDojo is a service allowing teacher to provide instant feedback to pupils in game 

form.  

Kahoot is a learning platform allowing to develop gamified tests; for instance, a teacher 

demonstrates on screen test questions with variants of answers, the students should response 

as quick as possible to obtain higher score. The platform is used by more than 3.5 million 

teachers, the investments to the project are about USD 16.5 million [13]. 

Duolingo is a service for independent learning of foreign languages in game form. It is 

used by more than 15 million customers. The results of implementation of gamification into 

LinguaLeo are as follows: activation increased by 30%, user retention increased by 15%, 

virtual traffic is 10-30% of main one [14].  
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5 Conclusion 

While developing own digital educational program, the teacher should play various roles, to 

be an innovator like entrepreneurs, an empath like psychologists, a manager [15]. 

Herewith, the importance of practical research based on comparison of reference and 

experimental groups of students to reveal weak and strong sides of programs with 

gamification elements and search for ways of their improvement, cannot be overestimated. 

The systematized in this work opportunities and threats will assist future design thinkers 

to consider them upon development of own gamified educational programs.  
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